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Abstract 
In this contemporary world, digital image plays a vital role in several application areas. Image forgery means 
that handling of the digital image to hide some significant or helpful information of the image. The aim of this 
study is to provide the knowledge of image forgery and its detection techniques for the new researchers. 
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1. Introduction 
Digital image is an image or picture represented digitally. It is a numeric representation, normally binary, of a 
two-dimensional image. The digital image is a crucial means that to distribute information in Internet, that is 
extensively used in almost every field [1]. Most of digital images involve business secrets and even national 
security. Internet development and multimedia easy distribution make the content security of pictures become a 
crucial issue for scientists and engineers. Image processing may be a technique to convert a picture into digital 
kind and perform some operations on that, in order to get a better image or extract some helpful data from it. 
Image processing is one of the researches that attract the interest of wide range of researchers. Image processing, 
mostly deals with processing of images, pictures, video etc.  Image processing is any form of signal processing 
for which the input is an image, such as a photograph or video frame the output of image processing may be 
either an image or, a set of characteristics or parameters related to the image [5]. Image processing deal with a 
range of aspects like image zooming, image segmentation, image enhancement, video and image compression 
and transmission (JPEG, MPEG, HDTV, etc.)[9], computer vision (robots, license plate reader, tracking), 
commercial software’s (Photoshop) and many more. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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2. Image Forgery Detection Techniques 
Digital image forgery detection field has grown fundamentally to battle the issue of image distortion in various 
areas like legitimate administrations, medical sciences; legal sciences [14]. Image Forgery Detection (IFD) 
techniques applied for both Copy-Move and spliced images. For the Copy-Move images, the classification 
depends on variations in processing input images with or without transformation before extracting the image 
features. For the spliced images, groups of detection techniques based on image features or camera features are 
summarized [2]. Forgery identification determines the genuineness of images. Image forgery detection 
techniques are classified into two. They are: 
2.1. Active Forgery Identification Techniques 
An active forgery detection method needs pre-extracted or pre-embedded data. Digital signature and Digital 
watermarking [18,17] are commonly known methods used in active approach [24]. 
2.1.1. Digital signature 
Digital signature is one of the active methods used for detecting image forgery or tampering. Representing the 
authenticity of digital document using a kind of mathematical format is named as digital signature. In digital 
signature a robust bits are extracted from the original image. An image is partitioned of into blocks of 16*16 
pixels. A secret key k is employed to get N random matrices with entries uniformly distributed in interval [0, 1]. 
A low pass filter is applied on every random matrix frequently to obtained N random smooth pattern [26]. 
System produce digital signature by applying signing process on digital image. 
2.1.2. Digital watermarking  
Watermarking is also used for image forgery detection. In Checksum schema that it can add data into last most 
significant bit of pixels. A maximal length linear shift register sequence to the pixel data and so determine the 
watermark by computing the spatial cross-correlation function of the sequence and also the watermarked image. 
These watermarks are designed to be undetectable, or to blend in with natural camera or scanner noise. Visible 
watermarks also exist. In addition to this, a visually undetectable watermarking schema is also available which 
can sense the modification in single pixels and it can find wherever the modification occur [2]. Active 
techniques have some disadvantages because they required some human involvement or specially equipped 
cameras. To overcome this drawback a passive authentication has been proposed.  
2.2. Passive Forgery Detection Techniques 
Passive methods, also known as blind methods, only uses the image itself for its authentication and integrity 
[16]. The method assumes that although there may be no visual clues of tampering in the image, but tampering 
may disturbs the underlying statistics property because of the Noise inconsistency, Blurring of image, Image 
sharpening [15], Forgery through copy-move [12]  and Image inpainting [10] etc. Forgery dependent techniques 
are proposed to differentiate just certain kind of forgeries, like splicing those are dependent on the sort of 
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forgery carried out on the picture [20]. Forgery independent techniques identify forgeries that are independent 
from fraud but in view of artifact traces left behind due to the procedure of sharpening, blurring and because of 
inconsistencies due to shading and light effects. The passive forgery detection techniques are: 
2.2.1. Copy-move forgery detection 
Copy move forgery is a method of creating a compound picture by cutting some object from image and adding it 
to the same image, sees in Fig 1. Copy-move forgery detection techniques are of three types. 
 
(a) Original image                   (b) Copy-move image 
Figure 1: Copy-move Forgery 
2.2.1.1. Brute force method  
Brute force method is based on exhaustive search and auto correlation technique. In exhaustive search, image is 
used to examine matching segment with circularly shifted versions. As it makes such large number of 
comparisons, its computational unpredictability is high. Autocorrelation verify location change. 
2.2.1.2. Block based method  
Block based approach use the algorithms such as Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), Principle Component 
Analysis (PCA), Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [13]. 
2.2.1.3. Keypoint based method 
Keypoint based method uses scale and rotation invariant feature detector and descriptor algorithms which are 
Speeded-up Robust features (SURF) and Scale Invariant feature Transform (SIFT) . 
2.2.2. Image splicing forgery detection 
Copying a section of an image and pasting it onto another image is named as image splicing, see in Fig 2.  
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Figure 2: Image splicing 
Image Splicing includes union of a minimum of two pictures to make a fake image. If the pictures with 
contrasting foundation are combined then it turns out to be very hard to make the borders and boundaries 
incoherent [6]. Image splicing is a process in which it crops and pastes regions from the same or different 
images. Digital photomontage uses image splicing so that two images can be sticked together using tools like 
Photoshop.  
3. Generalized Schema for Image Forgery Identification 
The principle target of blind forgery detection technique stays to classify a given picture as real or altered. The 
schema of image forgery identification procedure is shown in Fig.3.  
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Figure 3: Generalized schema for image forgery detection 
Image Preprocessing: Image preprocessing is the first phase. Some preprocessing is performed on the picture 
under deliberation like image filtering, image enrichment, trimming, change in DCT coefficients, RGB to 
grayscale transformation before handling the image to feature extraction procedures [7]. 
Feature Extraction: Selection of features for every class separates the image-set from different classes 
however in the meantime stays constant intended for a specific class chosen. The attractive element of the 
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chosen set of features is to have a tiny measurement so that computational complexity can be diminished and 
have an wide distinction with other classes [8]. 
Selection of Classifier: Depending upon the feature-set that is extracted in feature extraction, appropriate 
classifier is either selected or composed. The large training sets will yield the improved performance of 
classifier [3,21]. 
Classification:-The only reason behind classification is to determine if the image is original or not. Neural 
systems [23], LDA [22] and SVM [25] are classifiers used for this purpose. 
Postprocessing: Some forgeries will possibly require post processing that include manipulations like 
localization of copy locales [19,11] . 
4. Block Diagram Of Image Forgery Detection 
The block diagram of image forgery detection is shown in Fig.4. The input image is separated into various 
overlapping blocks of different shape and then the feature extraction from every block takes place. The sorting 
is done based on the features so that the region with same features can be easily located and remaining is 
considered as forged points. And last some morphological operation is applied so that it detects the forged 
region [4].   
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Figure 4: Block diagram of image forgery detection 
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT),Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Principle Component 
Analysis(PCA),Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), Scale Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT)  and  
Locally Linear Embedding (LLE)  are the different techniques that help to detect forgery. Copy-move forgery 
detection scheme using adaptive over segmentation and feature point matching. An image is divided into non 
overlapping blocks with the help of DWT method. The features are extracted from the blocks using SIFT 
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method and last to detect the forged region properly a morphological operation is applied, with low 
computational expenses and high accuracy and recall rate. Down-sampling, scaling, rotation and JPEG 
compression operations are also detected. Spliced forgery can be detected with the help of this approach. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, image forgery detection, different kinds of image forgery techniques like Active and Passive are 
mentioned. The summary of various techniques that helps us to detect forgeries. 
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